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Introduction. In this paper a theory of unbounded normal operators on complex

Banach spaces is developed which generalizes many features of the classical theory

of maximal normal operators on Hubert spaces. In particular the operators

studied are closely related to the unbounded scalar type spectral operators intro-

duced by Bade [1] and to a generalization of these operators defined here. The

definition of these normal operators is given in terms of generators of strongly

continuous groups of isometries contained in a commutative V* algebra [6].

Many of the techniques used were suggested by and generalize results in [21, 5,

and 19].

In this paper all Banach spaces (36, 2J etc.) are defined over the complex numbers

C, and all operators are (not necessarily bounded, closed, or densely defined)

linear transformations with domain and range contained in the same Banach space.

An operator R is called self conjugate iff iR generates a strongly continuous

group of isometries (cf. [19]). This definition generalizes both the notion of an

unbounded self adjoint operator on Hubert space and a concept introduced by

I. Vidav [21] for elements in an arbitrary Banach algebra. A norm closed com-

mutative subalgebra 91 of the algebra [£] of all everywhere defined bounded

operators on 3£ is called a commutative V* algebra if every element S e 21 can be

written as R + U with R and J self conjugate elements of 21 [6]. In §2, it is shown that

the weak closure of such an algebra is again a commutative V* algebra. Also if 3£ is

weakly complete a weakly closed commutative V* algebra contains a self conjugate

resolution of the identity for each of its elements. A commutative V* algebra with

the same property is also constructed when ï = 2J*.

The numerical range of an operator on a Banach space is defined in a way

resembling that of [17] but more easily applied to unbounded operators. Several

criteria are given in §3 for a densely defined operator with real numerical range to

have a self conjugate closure. Self conjugate operators R and J are defined to

commute iff the groups generated by iR and U commute in the ordinary sense

(cf. [20, p. 647]). It is shown that this definition agrees with  other ideas  of
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commutativity when they apply, and that the closure of a real linear combination of

commuting self conjugate operators is necessarily self conjugate, hence, in par-

ticular, densely defined.

A possibly unbounded operator is called normal iff it can be written as R + U

where R and J are self conjugate operators with the groups generated by iR and U

contained in a common commutative V* algebra. In §4 it is shown that normal

operators are necessarily closed and densely defined, and a number of concrete

criteria for normality are developed.

Section 5 expounds a theory of integration for unbounded functions with respect

to a spectral measure on ï which is merely countably additive in some weak

topology defined by a total family T of linear functionals in $*. In terms of this

integral, unbounded scalar type operators on 36 of class F are defined in a fashion

analogous to that of [1] and [10]. It is then shown that the adjoint S* of any

normal operator S on X is scalar of class 3£ on I* and that S is itself scalar of

class 3Ê* on £ if 3£ is weakly complete, or is scalar of class ?) on 3E if X=9)*. Con-

verses of the exact statements of these facts are also obtained and these together

with the results of §4 lead to several characterizations of unbounded scalar type

operators. These include extensions of criteria previously given for the bounded

case in [5] and [16].

In general the terminology is that of [11]. Some exceptions and additions are

noted above, and we mention others here. The symbol <S is used to denote the unit

sphere <S>={xe3i | ||jc|| = 1} in £. The spectral radius of an element Te[3i] is

denoted by ¡ri,,. Since (~) is used for complex conjugation, the closure of a set is

usually denoted by a subscript c. The symbol R denotes the set of real numbers. If

21 and 93 are subsets of a Banach space, then 21 + 93 represents the set of sums with

one term from 2t and one from 93. Similar notation is used freely. Finally (/|@)

represents the restriction of a function/to some subset & of its domain.

1. Bounded symmetric and self conjugate operators. In this section we give

basic definitions and investigate their significance for bounded operators. In some

instances these results are known or are closely related to known results from [17]

and [21], but they will all be needed later in developing the theory for unbounded

operators and are given here for convenience.

Definition 1.1. An operator R will be called self conjugate iff iR generates a

strongly continuous group {U(t, R)} of isometries.

Explicitly we require that there exist a family {U(t, R) \ t e R} of operators

satisfying the following conditions:

(1) U(t, R)U(s, R)= U(i+s, R), Vt,seR and U(0, R)=I,

(2) lim,..,1| [/(/, R)x- U(s, R)x\\ =0, Vjc e X, Vj e R,

(3) ||f/(/,i?)|| = l,V/EÄ,

(4) *>(*) = [x lim ———--exists
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and if x e 1>(P), then

iRx = h:mU(t'R)x-X.
t-o t

We assume the elementary properties of such groups of operators to be known.

See, for instance, [11, Chapter VIII]. In particular we will need to know that if R

is self conjugate, then oiR) is real.

Next we introduce a class of operators that play the role of symmetric operators

in Hubert space. This necessitates the following preliminary definitions.

Definition 1.2. For each xe X, the set

Cix) = {x* e X* | |x*|| - ||*|| and x*x = ||x||2}

will be called the conjugate set of x.

The conjugate set of x consists of all suitably normalized functionals which

take their maximum on |jc||© at x. By the Hahn-Banach theorem, Cix) is never

empty, and it is obviously also convex and compact in the X topology on X*. By

definition the unit ball in X is smooth iff Cix) is a singleton for each x e X ; and

X is strictly convex iff the conjugate sets are disjoint. The space X is reflexive iff

® = U (Cix) | x e X} is all of X* [15], but it is more important for our purposes to

know that © is always dense in X* with respect to the norm [8].

For an operator J on a Hubert space X, the numerical range W(T) of T is

customarily defined by W(P)={iTx, x) \ x e <B n 55(7)}. However if x is an element

of a Hubert space, then the functional (•, x) is clearly the sole member of Cix).

Thus the following definition of the numerical range for an operator on an arbitrary

Banach space generalizes the definition for Hubert space.

Definition 1.3. For an operator T on X, the set of complex numbers

WiT) = {x*Tx | x e <S n 3)(P); x* e Cix)}

is called the numerical range of P. If Te [X], then sup {|A| | A e WÇT)} is called the

numerical radius of Pand is denoted by \\T\\W.

This definition of the numerical range for an operator on a Banach space does

not agree with, although it is closely related to, that given previously by Lumer [17].

His definition was given in terms of a semi-inner-product space obtained by an

arbitrary choice of one member from each Cix). The present definition is more

convenient for dealing with unbounded operators.

Most of the properties of the numerical range proved in [17] remain true with

this new definition. In particular it is trivial to show that the numerical range

satisfies Wi^ + T^WiTJ+WiTi) and WiaT)=aWiT), and that its closure

includes the approximate point spectrum which in turn includes the boundary of

the spectrum and all of the point spectrum and the continuous spectrum of a closed

operator. The usefulness of the numerical range depends largely on these results
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and on its stability under limits (see Lemma 1.5, (6) and (9) below). It also remains

true that for Te[X]

sup {Re (A) | A e W(T)} = lim ^I+tT^~l.
t—o* t

From this and the subadditivity of/(/)=log ||exp (A/J)|| for A e C, it follows easily

that

flril,, = sup {log ||exp (A7)|/|A| | A e C, A # 0}.

Thus I ■ || w is the function Y studied in [9]. The above remarks are enough to show

that H - H w- is a. norm on [X] satisfying (cf. [17])

»71, Í \\T\\W Z \\T\\ í e\\T\\w.

The last inequality is obtained by integrating exp (A7)/A2 around the origin on the

circle of radius ¡rlw1. However since || • \\w does not in general satisfy ||r|#||S||w

^ ||rS||w, [3c] is not a normed algebra relative to || • \\w.

The following definition is known [17, p. 37] to describe the same operators

in [3c] as does Lumer's definition of Hermitian operators. However when R is

not bounded, this concept differs from the most natural generalization of Lumer's

definition, and thus we use the word symmetric rather than Hermitian.

Definition 1.4. An operator jR will be called symmetric iff W(R) is contained

in the real axis.

In Hubert space, reality of the numerical range implies (Rx, y) = (x, Ry) by

polarization, so that Definition 1.4 reduces to the classical definition in this case.

This in turn shows that any power of a symmetric operator on a Hubert space is

symmetric. All the differences between the theory of this paper and the similar

Hubert space theory can be attributed to the failure of the polarization argument to

generalize.

It is obvious from the definition that any real linear combination of symmetric

operators is symmetric. Furthermore since || • \\w is equivalent to || • ||, any operator

R e [3c] for which R and iR are both symmetric must be equal to zero.

We shall need all of the following conditions.

Lemma 1.5. IfR is an operator in [3c], then the following conditions are equivalent:

(1) Ris self conjugate.

(2) Iexp (itR)\\ = 1 for all t e R.

(3) \\I+itR\\ = \+o(t)for t£R, i.e.

limM±M-l=0
t-»o /

(4) R is symmetric.

(5) R is the closure of a symmetric operator.
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(6) R is the limit in the weak operator topology of a net of self conjugate

operators in [X].

(7) R* is self conjugate.

If 36=2)*, then the following conditions are also equivalent to those above:

(8) Ry*y e Rfor allyety and all y* e Ciy).

(9) R is the limit in the 2J operator topology of a net of self conjugate operators

in [X].

Proof. The equivalence of (1) through (7) is proved piecemeal in references

[17] and [21] and is in any case a trivial consequence of facts already cited above

and of Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2 below. The implications (1) => (9) => (8) are also

obvious. To prove (8) => (1) we simply note that since © = (J {Ciy) \ y e 2J} is dense

in 2J* = X, R is the closure of its restriction to S. However this restriction satisfies

the inequality of Lemma 3.1, (1) and hence its closure does also. Finally since R is

bounded, no half plane can be a subset of ariR) so R is self conjugate by Lemma

3.2.

Lemma 1.6. If Se [X] can be written in the form S=R + U with R and J self

conjugate operators in [X], then R and J are uniquely determined. If in addition R

and J commute, then ||S||ff=||S||w.

Proof. If R' and /' are self conjugate operators in [X] and S=R' + iJ', then

WiR-R') = iWiJ'-J) = {0}. Thus R = R' and/=/'.

If R and / commute let A= | A| exp (i'0). Then

log ||exp(AS)||/|A| = log ||exp [|A|(cos (0)P-sin(0)./)]||/|A|.

However Hilfssatz 3 of [21] shows that this is equal to the largest (real) number

in a(cos (ö)P-sin (#)./). Thus the lemma is proved by taking the supremum over

all nonzero A e C.

If <S=P+i7with R and / self conjugate, we will call S=R-Uihe conjugate of S.

Since I • || w is always a norm on [X] equivalent to the operator norm, this lemma

shows that || • ||„ is a norm equivalent to || • || on any linear subspace of [X] in which

each element S can be written as S=R + iJ with R and J commuting self conjugate

operators in [X]. A further consequence is that such an operator is zero if its

spectrum consists of zero alone (cf. Lemmas 14 and 15 of [18]).

2. Commutative V* algebras. In this section we will study commutative

algebras of operators in which every element satisfies the hypotheses of Lemma 1.6.

In [21] I. Vidav studied a class of noncommutative algebras which satisfied this

condition. Thus we follow Berkson [6] in making the following definition.

Definition 2.1. If every element S of a closed commutative algebra 2tç[3£]

can be written in the form S=R + U with R and J self conjugate operators in 21 then

21 together with the map S=R + U'-+ S=R-U will be called a commutative V*

algebra.
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Although this definition is given in terms of an algebra of operators on 3c,

it can be applied to an arbitrary commutative Banach algebra 2Í by considering 2t

as operating on itself through the left regular representation. In [21] it is shown that

the conjugation .S -*■ S in 21 satisfies the usual properties of an involution.

It has recently been shown [13, 6] that every algebra of the type considered

by Vidav is in fact a C* algebra. A proof of the commutative case of this theorem

will emerge from the work in this section.

First, some properties of self conjugate projection operators, and spectral

measures composed of them, are needed. A self conjugate projection operator E

on an arbitrary Banach space retains several of the nice properties of a self adjoint

projection on Hubert space. Its range and null space are "orthogonal" in the

rather strong sense that the norm of the sum of two vectors, one from each sub-

space, is unaffected by multiplying each vector by a different complex number

of absolute value 1. This is in fact merely the statement of self conjugacy for a

projection, since ¡exp (//¿)|| = ¡(J—¿) + exp (í'/)¿|| = 1. This in turn shows that

||£ || = 1 unless £'=0.

Theorem 2.2. Let E and F be self conjugate projection operators. If ¿3c = F3c,

then E=F.

Proof. By hypothesis EF—FE=F—E has real numerical range.. However

i(EF-FE) also has real numerical range by [21, Hilfssatz 2]. Thus F=E.

A spectral measure in [3c] with domain Ç2R, âiï) is a homomorphic map ¿()

with ¿(9Jt) = / from a Boolean algebra 38 of subsets of a set 9JÏ into a uniformly

bounded Boolean algebra of projection operators in [3c]. Let T be a linear manifold

in 3c*. Then a spectral measure ¿() in [3c] is called T countably additive if x*E()x

is countably additive for each x* e T and x e X. An 3c* countably additive spectral

measure with a a-field as domain is also countably additive in the strong operator

topology [10, p. 325]. If 9Jt is a locally compact Hausdorff topological space and 38

is the Borel field in SW, then a spectral measure in [3c] with domain (W, 38) is called

T regular if x*E( ■ )x is regular for each x* e T and x e 3c. Thus if 3)1 is a separable,

locally compact, Hausdorff space, every T countably additive spectral measure on

the Borel field in 9JI is T regular.

A linear manifold Tç3c* is said to be total iff, for any xe 3c, x*x=0 for all

x* e T implies x=0. Let T be a total linear manifold, and let ¿() be a T countably

additive spectral measure with domain Ç2R, 38) where 38 is a a-field. If / is a 38

measurable complex valued function on Sût, then / is called ¿-essentially bounded

if/is bounded on some set a e 38 with E(a) = I. The set of (equivalence classes of)

¿-essentially bounded functions is denoted by EB(E). The ¿-essential bound of

/£ EB(E) is

¿-ess sup (/) =   inf   fsup {|/(w)|}\.
£(») = / [men J

Then jf(m)E(dm) e [3c] can be defined as the limit in the norm topology of an
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approximating sequence of simple (finitely many valued) functions (cf. [11, pp.

899, 900]).
Let S=j XEidX) for some spectral measure P() in [X] with domain the Borel

field in Cand with P(a)=/for some bounded set a. Let T be a total linear manifold

in X* and let £( • ) be T countably additive. Then S is called a bounded scalar type

operator of class T and P() is called a resolution of the identity of class T for S.

A bounded operator S is said to be of scalar type if it is a bounded scalar type

operator of class T for some total linear manifold T.

A spectral measure £(■) with domain OS is called self conjugate if £(a) is a self

conjugate operator for each aeâS.

Theorem 5 of [10] is not valid for an arbitrary total linear manifold Y, and con-

sequently the proof of Theorem 6 of [10] fails also. Thus a scalar type operator of

arbitrary class is not known to have a unique resolution of the identity. Neverthe-

less, the uniqueness of a self conjugate resolution of the identity can be proved.

(The author wishes to thank the referee for bringing to his attention the problem

discussed in this paragraph. This matter will be further discussed in a forthcoming

paper by E. Berkson and H. R. Dowson to which the reader is referred for ad-

ditional details. It should be noted that what is called a resolution of the identity

here is called an i-resolution of the identity by Berkson and Dowson. Their

Theorem 3.1 shows that the bounded scalar type operators of class Y defined above

are prespectral operators of class Y in their terminology and are spectral operators

of class T in the terminology of [10]. Thus they are scalar type operators in either

terminology. Finally the proof of Theorem 2.3 below shows that (in their termin-

ology) a prespectral operator has at most one self conjugate resolution of the

identity. This strengthens their Theorem 3.3.)

Theorem 2.3. A scalar type operator has at most one self conjugate resolution of

the identity.

Proof. Theorem 4 of [10] shows that P(a)3E is uniquely determined for any

resolution of the identity P( • ) of a given scalar type operator S and any closed

set o^C. Thus P(a) is uniquely determined for any self conjugate resolution

of the identity and closed a. However if £(•) is Y countably additive and x* e Y,

xeX, then x*Ei ■ )x is regular and hence determined by its values on the closed sets.

Thus P( • ) is uniquely determined when Y is total.

The following lemma is an easy consequence of Theorem 2.1 of [6] and the

Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem.

Lemma 2.4. Let £(•) be a Y countably additive, self conjugate spectral measure

in [X] with domain (3K, 08) where Y is a total linear manifold in X* and 36 is a o field.

Then the map f-^-Tif)=\firn)Eidm) is an isometric *isomorphism between the

B* algebra EBiE) of E-essentially bounded functions on W and a commutative

V* subalgebra of [X]. Furthermore //{/„} is a uniformly bounded sequence of SB
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measurable complex functions on M converging pointwise to f, then{T(fn)} converges

in the T operator topology to T(f).

Theorem 2.5. Let 3c be [(1) weakly complete; (2) the adjoint o/2)]. Let % be a

commutative V* algebra in [3c] and let W be a compact Hausdorff topological space.

If T: C(9Jc) -* 21 is any continuous *isomorphism, then T is an isometry and there

exists a unique [(1) 3c*; (2)2)] regular countably additive spectral measure E() in

[3c] which has the Borel field in 5DÏ as domain and satisfies

T(f) = jf(m)E(dm),   V/e C(9K).

Furthermore E( ■ ) is self conjugate and commutes with every operator in 2t.

Proof. Since this proof is patterned after a well-known argument [10, Theorem

18], [11, pp. 887-902], we shall omit some of the tedious details.

If T is a continuous isomorphism, then

f->y*T(f)x,      xeX,   y*e3L*   [resp. ;>*£?)]

is a continuous linear functional on C(9Jl). Thus by the Riesz representation

theorem [11, p. 265], there is a unique regular countably additive measure

p(-;y*; x) on the Borel field 38 of 3K such that

y*T(f)x = jf(m)ß(dm;y*;x)

and

\K°;y*;x)\ =s \\t\\ \\y*\\ \\x\\

for all a e 3ê. By using the uniqueness of p., it is easy to show that for any Borel set

a, p.(a; y*; x) is a continuous bilinear functional on y* and x.

For xe 3c, define Tx: C(m)^ 3c by Tx(f) = T(f)x. For oe38, define x„e C(2K)**

as the functional which assigns to each regular Borel measure on ÜK (i.e., element

of C(SDc)*) its value at a. Then T^*xay*=x<,T$y*=yXp;y*\ x). If 3c is weakly

complete, then Tx is weakly compact [11, p. 494] and T$ *x„ is then contained in the

image of 3c in 3c** [11, p. 482]. Thus in this case there is an element E(a)x e 3c with

y*E(o)x=p.(o;y*;x). Since we have already seen that p.(a;y*;x) depends

continuously and linearly on x, E(a) is in fact an element of [3c].

If 3c=2)*, then there is an element E(d)x of 2)* = 3c such that p.(a;y*;x) =

E(d)xy* for every y* e 2). Thus in either case, for each a there is a unique operator

E(a) £ [3c] with y*T(f)x=jf(m)y*E(dm)x where y* is an element of 3c* or 2)

depending on which hypothesis is used.

If/is continuous on 9K and, x e 3c, and y* contained in [(1) 3c*; (2) 2)] are arbi-

trary, thenj>*7Y/)x=¡f(m)y*E(dm)x=y* (f(m)E(dm)x and T(f)=jf(m)E(dm).

Since ris not only linear but actually an isomorphism, this implies that ¿() is a

spectral measure. (See [11, p. 897] for details.)
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The regularity and countable additivity of each ¿i(- ; x; y*) show that £(■) is X*

or 23 regular and countably additive, depending upon the case.

Thus it only remains to show that £(•) is self conjugate. Suppose xeX and

x* e Cix) when X is weakly complete. Then

f/(w)/x(i/m; x*; x) = x*Tif)x=x*T\f)x = x*T(J)x = |/(/n)/x(¿m; x*; x).

Thus by uniqueness x*£()x=/i(- ;x*;x) is real and hence £(•) is self conjugate.

If on the other hand x* e 2J and x e Cix*) when £=2J*, then the same argument

still shows that x*Ei ■ )x is real and thus, by (8) of Lemma 1.5, £( • ) is self conjugate.

Lemma 2.4 then shows that T is isometric. Finally since each element of 2Í is an

integral with respect to £(•), it commutes with each £(a).

The Gelfand representation (~) of a commutative V* algebra 21 into C(äJl),

where 90? is its carrier space, is a homeomorphic ""isomorphism onto C(9Dt) by

Lemma 1.6 and the complex Stone-Weierstrass theorem [11, p. 274]. Furthermore

the adjoint map is an isometric ""isomorphism of 21 onto 21e*' = {S* | Se 21} £[36*]

by Lemma 1.5, (7). Thus the second case of Theorem 2.5 applied to the map

T: C(SK) -* 2I<*> defined by Ti$) = S* gives a new proof of Theorem 1.9 of [13]

and Theorem 2.3 of [6] which we state as:

Corollary 2.6. The Gelfand representation of a commutative V* algebra 21 is

an isometric *isomorphism onto C(2Jt) where 3M is the carrier space o/2t.

Lemma 2.7. Let 21 be a commutative V* algebra on an arbitrary Banach space

X. If Se "Handxe X, then \\Sx\\ = ||&|.

Proof. Apply Theorem 2.5 to 2Í<*) and Pas defined above. Thus

S* = [§im)Eidm),       S* = S* = f^-(m)£(i/m).

Let/(w) be the Borel function defined as S~im)/§im) where §im)^0 and as zero

elsewhere. Then S* = S*U where t/=f/(m)£(i*n), and ||í/||ál by Lemma 2.4.

Taking suprema over y* e <B* we get

||Sx|| = sup \y*Sx\ = sup \S*Uy*x\ = sup \iUy*)Sx\ g ||Sjc||.

The equality follows by symmetry.

Theorem 2.8. Let 21 be a commutative but not necessarily closed subalgebra of

[X], where X is an arbitrary Banach space. For every operator S e 21, let there exist

self conjugate operators R and J contained in 2t and such that S=R+U. Then the

closure SB ofCI+21 in the weak operator topology is a V* algebra.

Proof. The closure 9Î of C7+2Í in the norm topology is a commutative V*

algebra by [6, Lemma 3.1].

The closure of an algebra in the weak operator topology coincides with its

closure in the strong operator topology [2, Lemma 3.3]. Thus 20 is the closure of ffl
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in the strong operator topology. If S £ SB, then S is the strong limit of a net {Sa}

with Sa = Ra + iJaeW. By Lemma 2.7 [|(S^ — -S>)jc|| = ||C-S*«—3*^)jc||. Thus {£«} also

converges strongly, and both {(Sa+Sa)/2} and {(Sa-Sa)/2i} converge to self

conjugate operators R, J in 923 for which S=R+iJ. Finally it is easy to check that

the weak closure of a commutative algebra is a commutative algebra which is,

of course, closed in the norm topology.

Corollary 2.9. The weak closure of a commutative V* algebra is a commutative

V* algebra.

The three following theorems cover three cases in which a complete spectral

resolution can be constructed for an operator (or at least its adjoint) when the

operator belongs to a commutative V* algebra. It will be seen later that the oper-

ators with which these theorems deal are exactly the normal operators in [3c], that

the existence of these spectral resolutions generalize completely to the unbounded

case, and that converse theorems exist.

Theorem 2.10. Let 3c be weakly complete. Then every operator in a commutative

V* algebra 21 of operators in [3c] is scalar of class 3c* with a self conjugate resolution

of the identity. //"9S3 is a weakly closed commutative V* algebra of operators in [3c],

then 903 contains the range of the (self conjugate) resolution of the identity of each

of its elements. IfOSs is the weak closure o/2i, then 933 is the collection of all scalar

operators the resolutions of the identity of which have ranges contained in the strong

closure of the range of the spectral measure of Theorem 2.5 for the inverse of the

Gelfand representation o/9t.

Proof. Let 21 be a commutative V* algebra containing S, and let 21' be the

smallest V* subalgebra of 2t containing 5. Then the function corresponding to

S in the Gelfand representation of 21' is a homeomorphism of the carrier space of

21' onto a(S). Thus the self conjugate spectral measure £'(•) of Theorem 2.5 relative

to the inverse of the Gelfand representation of 21' may be defined on the Borel sets

of a(S) and extended to the Borel field in C in an obvious way. Then S = j \E(d\)

is a scalar operator.

Let S1 be contained in 933 and have ¿() as resolution of the identity. Let ¡Ç be the

set of all bounded Borel functions / on C with T(f) = J" f(X)E(dX) contained in

953. g contains any bounded continuous function/ since T(f) lies in the smallest

V* subalgebra generated by S. But also, if {/„} is a uniformly bounded pointwise

convergent sequence of functions in 5, then its limit / is also in \} since T(fn)

converges weakly to T(f). Thus g contains the class of bounded Baire functions.

However on C each bounded Borel function is a Baire function. Thus ¿(o-) £ 953

if a is a Borel set.

Now let 953 be the weak closure of 21. Let ¿() be the spectral measure of Theorem

2.5 relative to the inverse of the Gelfand representation of 2t, and let E(38) be its

range. It is easy to check that the strong operator closure E(38)s of E(38) is a Bool-
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ean algebra of self conjugate projection operators. The set of scalar operators with

the ranges of their resolutions of the identity in £(á?)s is just the closure 9? in the

norm topology of the set of finite linear combinations of projections in £(á?)s, and

this is certainly a commutative V* algebra contained in 233. However since 233 is a

weakly closed commutative V* algebra, every operator in 233 has a resolution of the

identity with range contained in 233, and, by two theorems of Bade [3, Theorems

2.7, 2.8] the range is actually in £(á?)s.

Several of the subsequent proofs will depend on the weak * or 2>operator

topology on [3£] where 3£=2J*. The family of sets of the form

NiS; A*; A) = {T | \iS-T)x*y\ < \,x*eA*,yeA}

form a base for this topology where 5" is an element of [X] and A* and A are

finite subsets of X and 2J respectively. In the 2J operator topology, multiplication

is in general only continuous with respect to the left factor, but is continuous with

respect to the right factor if the left factor is an operator which is a continuous

function from X to X in the 2J topology, i.e., if it is the adjoint of an operator in

[2)]. In particular the 2) operator limit of a net of operators, each of which com-

mutes with a given operator T, need not commute with T unless T is an adjoint.

This is a source of difficulty. On the other hand, if {Stt} is a uniformly bounded net

of operators and Sax*y converges for each x* e X and y e 2), then there is an

S e [X] which is the limit of {Sa}. We shall use these facts freely from now on.

Theorem 2.11. Let % be a commutative V* algebra in [X*]. Every operator

S e'His a scalar type operator of class X with a self conjugate resolution of the identity.

Let St be the set of operators which commute with every operator in 21 and belong to

the closure in the X operator topology of the set of self conjugate operators in 21. Then

233* = 9t + /9î is a weakly closed commutative V* algebra which contains the range of

the self conjugate resolution of the identity for each of its elements.

Proof. The first statement follows immediately from Theorem 2.5 and [10,

Lemma 6]. Furthermore 3Í contains only self conjugate elements by Lemma 1.5, (9)

and it clearly contains any real linear combination of its elements.

Next we will show that SR contains the product of any two of its elements and

thus is a real algebra. Let R and J be elements of 91 and let {Ra} and {Js} be nets of

self conjugate operators in 2t converging in the X operator topology to R and J

respectively. Then for fixed ß, RaJe -> RJß and RJe commutes with all operators

in 21 since both R and Je do. Thus RJe=JßR e 9Î. Similarly JR is an element of dt

since JßR -*■ JR. Therefore 31 is a real algebra. It is also commutative since RJ-JR

is self conjugate by the above argument while ¡iRJ-JR) is self conjugate by [21,

Hilfssatz 2]. Thus RJ=JR. If a sequence {Rn + iJn} in SR-H'SR converges in the norm

topology then so do {Pn} and {Jn}. Therefore 933* = 9t + i9t is closed in the norm

topology and is a commutative V* algebra by what we have already proved. Its

closures in the weak and strong operator topologies coincide. If {Sa} is a net in 233*
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converging in the strong operator topology, then {R^} and {Ja} both converge

strongly by Lemma 2.7 and thus have limits in dt. Therefore 953* is weakly closed.

Let S be contained in 933* and let ¿() be its self conjugate resolution of the

identity. Let 5 be the set of bounded Borel functions/such that T(f) = ¡f(m)E(dm)

is contained in 933*. Then, as before, % contains all bounded continuous functions.

If {/JsS is a uniformly bounded sequence converging pointwise to /, then

{7(Re (/„))} and {J(Im (/,))} converge in the 3c operator topology to J(Re (/))

and T(lm(f)), respectively. By Theorem 2.5, ¿(-) commutes with 953*, so these

operators do also and hence belong to dt. Therefore T(f) is contained in 953*. Thus

5 contains all bounded Borel functions and the theorem is proved.

Theorem 2.12. Let 3c be an arbitrary Banach space and let SU be a commutative

V* algebra in [3c]. The adjoint S* s [3c*] of every operator Se 21 is a scalar type

operator of class 3c with a self conjugate resolution of the identity. Let dt be the

closure in the 3c operator topology of the set of adjoints of self conjugate elements

in 2t. 77íé7J 9S3* = 3t-r-i9Il is a weakly closed commutative V* algebra which contains

the range of the self conjugate resolution of the identity of each of its elements.

Proof. Apply Theorem 2.11 to 2t(*)={S'* | Se SA}. It is necessary to check that

each element of dt as defined in this theorem commutes with each element of 2I<*)

so that dt is in fact equal to the ÍR of Theorem 2.11. However since each element of

21e*' is an adjoint, this follows from the general remarks above on 3c operator

convergence.

3. Unbounded symmetric and self conjugate operators. The results of this sec-

tion are closely related to those of [19]. What we call a symmetric operator R on 3c

is, in the terminology of that article, an operator R such that iR and — iR are both

dissipative with respect to every semi-inner-product compatible with the norm of 3c.

We shall use this relationship extensively.

In Hubert space the closure of a symmetric operator is always a symmetric

operator. Lemma 3.4 of [19] implies that this is also true in any space with a

smooth unit ball. However in general we have only the following result.

Lemma 3.1. The closure Rc of (the graph of) a densely defined symmetric operator

R is an operator which satisfies:

(1) \\(\-Rc)x\\ ^ |Im (A)| ||x||,       V* e <S(RC), VA £ C.

Any operator which satisfies (1) also satisfies:

(2) lim \\(I+itRc)x\\-\\x\\ = 0>       Vjc 6 2)^2)
t-»o t

Proof. Lemma 3.3 of [19] shows that Rc is an operator (i.e., is single valued).

To prove (1) we note that for *„ e 1)(R) and ** £ C(xn),

\\xn\\ \\(\-R)xn\\ ]> \lm(x*(X-R)xn)\ ï |Im(A)| \\xn\\2.
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If x e £>(PC), then x=lim x„ and Rcx=lim Rxn for some xn e 2)(P) and thus x

and Rc also satisfy (1). This proves

liminf||(/+/rP^||-|b||,0)   limsup||(/+i7Pc)v||-|b||.0
(-.0+ t t-o- t

for y e S>(PC) and a fortiori for v e 2>(P?). Now if x e 2>(Pf), then iI+itRc)x is in

®(Pc), so

\\iI+itRc)x\\ g \\iI-itRc)iI+itRc)x\\ = ||jc||+o(0

as t -*■ 0. This proves the other two inequalities needed to prove (2).

Lemma 3.2. A self conjugate operator is a densely defined closed maximal sym-

metric operator with real spectrum. Conversely a closed densely defined operator

satisfying

\\iX-R)x\\ £ |Im (A)| ¡xi,       x e 35(P), A e C,

is either self conjugate or else its residual spectrum contains at least one of the

nonreal half planes.

Proof. The generator iR of a strongly continuous group {i/(r)} is known to be

closed and densely defined [11, p. 620]. If the group consists of isometries, then

for any x e $>(P) n <S and any x* e Cix) we have

lmix*i±R)x) = Re [Wlim ^ + ̂ ~xj|

= lim Rejx*Uj+ t)x)-l <Q
t-«o+ t

since Re ix*Uit)x)g\x*Uit)x\gl. Thus R is symmetric. The spectrum of R

is real by [11, VIII. 1. 11]. Since both nonreal half planes are subsets of piR), they

would be subsets of the point spectrum of any proper extension R' of R. Therefore

R' could not satisfy the inequality (1) of Lemma 3.1. Thus R is a maximal sym-

metric operator.

If R is a closed operator which satisfies this inequality, then any nonreal A

belongs either to ar(P) or to p(P) and does not belong to the boundary of the specr

trum of R. Thus if any point of one of the nonreal half planes belongs to ar(P),

then the whole half plane does. On the other hand if both these half planes belong

to p(P) and R is densely defined, then this inequality allows us to apply a corollary

of the Hille-Yosida theorem [11, p. 628] and to conclude that iR generates a strongly

continuous group of isometries.

We wish to define commutativity for self conjugate operators. Since no entirely

satisfactory definition of commutativity for two arbitrary unbounded operators

has ever been given, we are free to define the concept so long as the definition is

consistent with all similar definitions. As usual we will say that a closed unbounded

operator S commutes with an operator Te [X] if TS^ST. For an unbounded self

conjugate operator R we give the following definition which is justified by Theorem
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3.4 and generalizes a similar concept for unbounded self adjoint operators on

Hubert space [20, p. 647].

Definition 3.3. A self conjugate operator R will be said to commute with a

closed operator T iff U(t, jR)7£ TU(t, R) for all / e R.

In the following theorem the word commute is used only in the sense of this

definition.

Theorem 3.4. Let R be self conjugate, and let Tbe a closed operator on the same

space X. Then:

(1) If T is also self conjugate, then R commutes with T if and only if T commutes

with R.

(2) If Re [3c], then R commutes with T if and only if RTç TR.

(3) If Te [3c], then R commutes with T if and only ifTRçRT.

(4) R commutes with T if and only if

(*) (A-Ä)-^ £ TXX-R)-1

for all A e p(R). This condition holds //(*) holds for at ¡east one value of X from each

nonreal half plane or for a single value ofX when a(R)^R.

(5) // A £ P(T), then R commutes with T if and only //(A - T) " 1R £ R(X - T) "l.

If R commutes with T, then RTx=TRx whenever both are defined.

Proof. We shall prove only (3) and (4) since these proofs are typical of the rest.

For £/(/, R), we write U(t).

(3) Suppose Te [X] and TU(t)=U(t)T. Then for x e %(R),

TRx = -iTlimf-lftf(r)x-Jc]
<-»o

= -ilimt-^U^Tx-Tx]
(-0

= RTx.

On the other hand suppose TR^RT. Then Theorem 3.7 shows that for x e &(R)

(see Definition 3.5)

(itR)n

n\
TU(t)x = T%y§-x=U(t)Tx.

n = 0

Since TU(t) and £/(/)7are bounded and &(R) is dense, TU(t)=U(t)T.

(4) If TU(t)=> U(t)T, x e $>(D and ± Im (A) > 0, then

(X-R)-!Tx = +i (" exp(±iXt)U( + t)Tx dt

exp(±iXt)U( + t)xdt

= rtA-tf)-1*

where T can be brought out of the integral sign since it is closed. This proves

the necessity of (*) for all nonreal A £ p(R). However the subset of p(R) on which
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(*) holds is clearly closed in p(P), since Pis closed, and since (A-P)-1 ->- ip-R)'1

in the norm when A -> p.. Thus all A e piR) satisfy (*) when R and T commute.

The set of A e p(P) for which (*) holds is also open since Pis closed and (A —P)*1

may be expanded in a power series. Thus either of the conditions in the last sentence

of part (4) of the lemma insure that (*) is satisfied for all A e p(P) and it remains

only to show that this implies commutativity. This follows from [14, Theorem

11.6.5].

If R is a possibly unbounded scalar type operator [1, p. 379] on X of class X*

with resolution of the identity £(•), then the set of all £(a)x, where a ranges through

bounded Borel sets and x through X, is a linear manifold which is dense in X.

For any £(a)x contained in this set, lim ||Pn£(a)x||1,n is bounded. A weakened

form of this property first introduced in [12] (cf. [19]) will be crucial for the rest

of our discussion. For later use we make Definition 3.5 and Lemma 3.6 refer to

families of operators.

Definition 3.5. Let 5t be a family of operators on X. Then ©(3t) is the set of all

xe X satisfying the following two conditions :

(1) If M is any monomial of operators in 3t, then x e 1>(M).

(2) sup {|Mx:|| | total degree of M is n}1/n = o(n).

When 3t consists of only a few operators we shall usually write @(P) or @(P, /)

etc. It should be noted that ©(31) is always a linear manifold possible consisting of

0 alone.

The next lemma is a generalization of Remark 2 of [19, p. 692].

Lemma 3.6. Let 3t be a finite family of commuting self conjugate operators. Then

@(3t) is dense in X.

Proof. Let dt = {R1, R2,..., Pm} and consider the set of elements of the form

X' = „-«« f"  ... r  fl (eXp i-sfWiojS;, R^xds, ds2- ■ -dsm
J - CO J -  CD   j=l

where the S/s are positive constants and x is any element of 3£. Because of the

strong continuity of the groups involved, for any x e X the deltas may be chosen

small enough so that ||x — x'\\ is as small as we please. Thus this set of elements is

dense in X, and we need only show that it belongs to ©(3t). However because of the

absolute convergence of the integral in the norm of X, and the commutativity of

the groups, the integration may be performed in any order. Furthermore for any y

and n, x' is contained in ®(P?), and RJx' is of times the integral of the nth partial

derivative of the integrand with respect to Sj. This follows easily from [11, Lemma

VIII, 2.11]. Thus x' is in the domain of any monomial of P/s. A simple estimate

for the maximum of a Hermite polynomial (based on the fact that this maximum is

attained beyond the last zero) shows that

\\Mx'\\ g Í2)ml2i4n/82e)'»2\\x\\
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where S = min {8,} and n is the total degree of M. Thus || Mx' ||ll* is o(n) uniformly

in all monomials M, and &(dt) is dense.

One weak consequence of this lemma is the fact that a linear combination of

commuting self conjugate operators is always densely defined.

The following theorem extends Theorem 3.2 of [19] in several ways which will be

needed below.

Theorem 3.7. Let R be an operator which has a closed extension and which

satisfies \\(X-R)x\\ ä |Im (A)| ||x|| for all x e <£)(R) and XeC. Let <S(R) be dense.

Then Rc is self conjugate and equal to (R\Œ(R))C. Furthermore U(t, Rc) is the closure

of the operator U(t) defined on d(R) by

(*) t/(/)x=|^X       xe&(R),
n = 0        "•

where the series converges absolutely for all t e R.

Proof. Since &(R) is dense, &(RC) is also dense. Furthermore Rc satisfies (2)

of Lemma 3.1. Thus the series (*) with R replaced by Rc defines a strongly con-

tinuous group U'(t) of isometries on &(RC) just as in the proof of [19, Theorem

3.2]. Also U(t)=(U'(t)\&(R)) so {(U(t))c} is a strongly continuous group of

isometries. The proof that iRc generates this group and that RC = (R\&(R))C is again

similar to that given in [19].

If ii is a self conjugate operator on 3c, then the set of adjoints U(t, R)* of opera-

tors in its group forms a group of isometries which need not be strongly continuous.

In order to study similar semigroups, R. S. Phillips has introduced an 3c dense

subspace 3c ° of 3c* on which the restriction U°(t, R) of U(t, R)* is strongly con-

tinuous. In fact 3c° can be defined for any densely defined symmetric operator R as

the norm closed linear subspace spanned by ^(R*). Also R° = (R*\CB(R0)) where

<S)(R°) = {x* £ $>(/?*) | R*x* £ 3c°}. If R is self conjugate, then iR® is the generator

of {V°(t, R)}.lf X is reflexive R° = R*. For further details see [14, Chapter XIV].

(N.B. In this reference these concepts are only defined for an operator the

resolvent set of which is a neighborhood of +oo. Since we do not require the

corresponding condition, many results in the cited reference do not follow except

when o(R)çR.)

Theorem 3.8. The following five conditions are sufficient and the last three are

necessary in order for a densely defined symmetric operator R on X to have a self

conjugate closure.

(1) Ris bounded.

(2) <3(R) is dense.

(3) ®(RC) is dense.

(4) i—R and i+R have ranges dense in X.

(5) R° is self conjugate.
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Proof. The sufficiency of (1) is merely a restatement of Lemma 1.5, (5). Lemma

3.1 and Theorem 3.7 applied to Rc prove the sufficiency of (3), hence of (2). In

case (4), (/-Pc)_1 = (i-P)¿"1 and (i + Pc)-1 = (i + P)c-1 are closed, bounded and

everywhere defined, so again neither half plane is a subset of ariRc)-

In case (5), if i+R does not have dense range, then we can find x* e X* such that

± ix*y=x*Ry for all y e $(P). Thus x* is contained in $(P°) and ( ± i-R°)x*=0.

This contradicts the inequality of Lemma 3.1 and shows that R° is not self con-

jugate.

The necessity of (3) and (4) is proved by Lemmas 3.6 and 3.2, respectively. In the

latter case we use the fact that 1>((i ± Rc) "x) is contained in the closure of the

range of / ± R. The necessity of (5) follows from the fact that R* = Pc*. Thus R° = R?

is the generator of the group t/°(i, Rc)= £/(/, P?) and hence is self conjugate.

We shall need to know that the closure of a real linear combination of commuting

self conjugate operators is self conjugate. This is the major point of the following

theorem. A similar property of commuting self adjoint operators in Hilbert space

can be proved by constructing their commuting resolutions of the identity. Since

self conjugate operators on a Banach space are usually not normal and certainly

lack any semblance of a complete spectral resolution, no similar proof for this

proposition could be given. On the other hand if the groups generated by the iR,

Redi were all contained in a commutative V* algebra, then this theorem could be

extended to deal with an algebra rather than just a vector space.

Theorem 3.9. Let 31 be an arbitrary family of commuting self conjugate operators.

Then the set 3tc of all closures of real linear combinations of elements o/3t is a family

of commuting self conjugate operators which becomes a real vector space when the

sum of two operators is redefined as the closure of the customary sum. If 4- represents

this new sum, then ¡Jit, aR + bJ)= Uiat, R)Uibt, J).

Proof. If P;e3t, a3eP and P = 2"=iaA (customary sum), then @(P)2

©(Pi, R2,..., Rn) which is dense. Since WiR) is clearly real we can apply Theorem

3.8, (2) and conclude that Pc is self conjugate.

However {ü"=1 £/(r, a,P/)} is easily seen to be a strongly continuous group of

isometries and it is also easy to check that its generator contains iR and hence iRc.

Since a self conjugate operator lacks proper self conjugate extensions, iRc is the

generator of this group. Thus 3tc consists of commuting self conjugate operators.

If Jc with /=2*-i bjJj is another arbitrary element of 3tc, then the arguments

above show that /(Pc+/C) is the generator of

(n(/((,flA)n^vJ)}

and thus is (P+7)c which belongs to 3lc by definition. Thus 3tc is closed under +.

The associativity of (4-) follows from the form of the group of isometries of a sum,

and the rest of the properties of a vector space are easy to check.
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4. Normal operators. In this section normal operators are defined in a relatively

abstract form suitable for the purposes of §5. Then a variety of concrete necessary

and sufficient conditions for normality are derived.

Definition 4.1. An operator S is said to be normal if there exist self conjugate

operators R and J such that

(1) S=R+U,
(2) {U(t, R)} and {U(t, J)} are contained in a commutative V* algebra.

In §5 we will discover that the operators R and / of the definition are uniquely

determined by S and shall call them the real and imaginary parts of S. Since no

proof of uniqueness is given at this stage, the words "real part" and "imaginary

part" must be interpreted as referring to some pair of self conjugate operators

satisfying the conditions of Definition 4.1. It is convenient to agree that whenever

S is a normal operator and we write S=R+U without further description of R and

J, then R and J satisfy Definition 4.1.

If R is an operator in [3c], the expressions

áo »i «-o      t

(where convergence is in the norm topology in both cases) show that {U(t, R)}

belongs to a commutative V* algebra 21 if and only if R does. Thus an operator

S in [3c] is normal if and only if it belongs to a commutative V* algebra. In this

case \\Sx\\ = \\Sx\\ for all x e X by Lemma 2.7. Theorem 4.2 extends this result to an

unbounded normal operator and uses it to prove that such an operator is closed.

Theorem 4.2. A normal operator S=R+iJis closed and densely defined. Further-

more £/(/, R)U(s, J) is the conjugate of U(—t, R)U(—s, J), and S=R — iJ satisfies

\\Sx\\ = \\Sx\\ for every x e <S(S)=<&(S).

Proof. If S=R+iJ is normal, then ^>(S) is dense by Lemma 3.6.

Since a commutative V* algebra is isomorphic to C(9K) under its Gelfand

representation, ("), the inverse and conjugate of Ü coincide if U is an operator

with spectrum contained in the unit circle. Thus U(t, R)U(s,J) is the conju-

gate of U(-t,R)U(-s,J). Therefore Rt = [U(t, R)-U(-t, R)]/2it and Jt =

[U(t, J)-U(-t, J)]ßit are both self conjugate. However for any x e <£>(£) = $(£)

n ■£>(./), Rtx -+ Rx and Jtx->Jx as / approaches zero. Thus by Lemma 2.7 \\Sx\\

=lim \\(Rt + Ut)x\\=lim \\(Rt-iJt)x\\ = \\Sx\\.
Now suppose xn e ®(5) and xn -»■ x, Sxn -*■ y in the strong topology. Then Sxn

is also a Cauchy sequence, which therefore converges to an element which we shall

call z. But then Rxn=(Sxn + Sxn)/2 converges to (y+z)/2. Since R is closed, x is

contained in %(R) and Rx=(y+z)¡2. Similarly x is contained in ©(./) and therefore

in ®(S). Thus S is closed since Sx=y.

Theorem 4.3. Let S, R, and J be operators on an arbitrary Banach space with

S=R+iJ. Then the following are equivalent:
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(1) S is normal with real and imaginary parts R andJ, respectively.

(2) R and Jare commuting self conjugate operators and || J"/(r)i/(af, R)Uibt, J)dt ||

= Il/Il » for every feLiifi) and a, be R where ||/||„ is the supremum norm of the

Fourier transform off

(3) R and J are closed. For each pair of nonnegative integers n and m, (PVm)c

is self conjugate, and all these operators commute.

(4) iti—R)'1 and i±i-J)_1 are commuting operators in [X] with dense range

and for each pair of nonnegative integers n and m, RnJm is symmetric.

(5) R and J are commuting self conjugate operators, and for all s,teR both

Cit,s) = [Uit,R)Uis,J)+Ui-t,R)Ui-s,J)]/2

and

Sit, s) = [Uit, R)Uis, J)-Ui-t, R)Ui-s, J)]/2i

are symmetric.

(6) Whenever Im(A)^0, lm(»#0, the operators (A-P)-1 and (jx-J)-1

belong to [X], have dense range, commute, and satisfy ||(A—P)-1|| £ |Im (A)|-1,

\\ip-J)~1i é |Im (»I-1. Furthermore the conjugate of Aß, /i) = (A-P)-10*- J)"1

is Aß, p).

(7) R and J are commuting self conjugate operators and

Il   n || r     n -i

y otjUiatj, R)Uibtj, J)   g sup <   2 ai exP ('V)   k 6 R \

/or all finite sets ofa,eC and a, b, t¡ e R.

Proof. In cases (4) and (6) R and / are closed since (± i—R)'1 and (± i—J)'1

are closed, and thus are self conjugate by Lemma 3.2. They commute by Theorem

3.4, (4). Thus all six conditions imply that P and / are commuting self conjugate

operators. The proof will be completed by showing the following implications :

(1) => (2) ̂  (3) => (4) *(5) » (1), (1) o (6), and (1) - (7) => (5).

(1) => (2): The integral U{f}=\fit)Uiat, R)Uibt,J)dt of condition (2) exists

in the strong operator topology and thus is contained in the weakly closed com-

mutative V* algebra generated by {£/(/, P)} and {Uit, J)}. Thus || U{f}\\ = \\ U{f}\\„.

If Uiat, R)Uibt, /)■•/, the inequality of (2) is surely satisfied, and otherwise it is

easy to see that U{f}n=U{fin)} where /<n> is the n-fold convolution of/with

itself. Thus

\\U{f}\\ = lim |£/{/<»>}|r è lim [J*|/<»>(0| dtj

= sup |   j/(r)exp iits) dt M s e r\

since the last two expressions are the spectral radius of / as an element of the
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convolution algebra LX(R) and the supremum norm of its Fourier transform, which

are well known to be equal.

(2) => (3): We denote U(t, (aR+bJ)c) = U(at, R)U(bt,J) by U(t) (cf. Theorem

3.9).

We will show that the set 21 of all U{f}'s with feLx(R) satisfies the hypotheses

of Theorem 2.8 so that the weak closure 953 of C/+2Í is a commutative V* algebra.

Then 953 contains (X-(aR+bJ)c)~1 for nonreal A by the usual integral representa-

tion for the resolvent of a group generator. Consequently 953 also contains U(t)

since this is a strong limit of polynomials in the resolvent [14, Theorem 11.6.6.].

Note that 233 depends on the choice of a and b.

If/is contained in L1(R), it can be written as g+ih where

g(-t)=W)   and   h(-t) = h(t)-

Thus it is enough to show that U{g} is self conjugate when g satisfies this condition.

For any positive integer n let jn be n/2 times the characteristic function of

[— l/n, 1/n]. Because of the strong continuity of U(t), it is easy to check that the

sequence u{jn} converges strongly to I. Thus

\\I+iuU{g}\\ úliminf\\U{jn + iug}\\

^ lim inf [sup j J(j„(t)+iug(t)) exp {ist) dt  \se r\]

and U{g} is self conjugate by Lemma 1.5, (3).

lïxe'$>((aR+bJ)ï), then

(aR+bJfcx = lim /"" T (-1)' (") U((n-2j)t)x.
t-o        /r0 \J'

However the operator on the right is self conjugate by Theorem 4.2. Therefore

(aR+bJ)nc has real numerical range. Since (aR+bJ)" is densely defined and has

real spectrum (see [11, VIII. 2.9] and [11, VII. 9.10], respectively), it is self conju-

gate, and this is true for any a,beR.

If a',b'eR is any other choice of constants, we know U(t)(a'R+b'J)cs

(a'R+b'J)cU(t) by Theorem 3.9. Thus the inclusion holds true for powers of

(a'R + b'J)c also. Using Theorem 3.4, (1), and then interchanging the roles of a', b'

and a, b, we find that (a'R + b'J)* and (aR+bJ)™ are commuting self conjugate

operators. The vector space of all closures of real linear combinations of operators

of the form (aR+bJ)? contains (RnJm)c for any pair of nonnegative integers n and

m, and thus Theorem 3.9 gives (3).

(3) => (4): This is obvious by Lemma 3.2.

(4) => (5): As noted above, R and J are commuting self conjugate operators

so Theorem 3.9 guarantees that for any / and s, (tR+sJ)c is self conjugate and
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U{l,{tR+sJ)c)=Uit, R)Uis,J). Therefore we can apply Theorem 3.7 and con-

clude that

cu s)x = y (-WR+sJ)2
C{t'S)X     À (2n)l{2n)\

for all x e @(P, ./)£ &{itR+sJ)c). By Lemma 3.4

itR+sJ)2»x =  y I2") t"s

for any x e @(P, J). Thus condition (4) implies that (C(/, s)\&{R,J)) has real

numerical range. Since @(P, J) is dense, C{t, s) is the closure of this operator and

is self conjugate by Lemma 1.5, (5). A similar argument shows that Sit, s) is also

self conjugate.

(5) => (1): The algebra generated by {Uit, R)} and {Uit, J)} is the commutative

algebra consisting of all complex linear combinations of Sit, s) and C(t, s) as

s,teR vary. Thus, by Theorem 2.8, the weak closure of this algebra is a com-

mutative V* algebra, which proves that S is normal.

(1)=> (6): Since [11, p. 622]

(A-P)-1 = +i P°exp(±/Ar)t/(+r,P)</i,       ±Im(A) > 0,

this operator is an element of the weakly closed commutative V* algebra generated

by Uit, R) and Uit, J). This equation together with Theorem 4.2 shows

(A-P)"1 = (A-P)"1.

Similar results hold for i/i—J)'1. Thus

Aß, p.) = Aß, p).

(6)=>(l):Since

iA-lO-HAa-*)"1 = [(A1-P)"1-(A2-P)-1]/(A2-A1),

any product ]~I"=i (^_^)_1 can be written as the limit (if there are repeated

factors) of a linear combination of resolvents. Since the same is true for /, the

condition in (6) is sufficient to guarantee that the algebra 21 generated by

{(A-P)-1 | Im (A) # 0} u {in-J)-1 | Im Oi) # 0}

satisfies Theorem 2.8. However if ± t>0, then U{t, R) is the strong limit as s ->• co

of exp (+1[s± is2i + is-R)-1]) [11, p. 624]. Thus {Uit, R)}, and similarly {t/(i,/)},

is included in the commutative V* algebra which is the weak closure of C/+21.

(1) => (7): If S is normal then the operator on the left of the inequality of con-

dition (7) is contained in a commutative V* algebra, and its spectral radius equals

its norm. Powers of this operator are given by convolution as in the proof that

(1) => (2). Thus the norm of this operator is less than or equal to the spectral radius
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of the atomic singular measure on R which attaches the values af to the points t,,

where this measure is considered as an element of LA(—co, oo). The right side is an

expression for this number by [14, Theorems 4.20.1 and 4.20.4].

(7) => (5): We apply (7) to

I+iuU(t, R)U(s, J) + iuU(-t, R)U(-s, J)

and to

I+uU(t, R)U(s, J)-uU(-t, R)U(-s, J).

This shows that both operators are 1 + o(u) as u -*■ 0, and this is exactly condition

(3) of Lemma 1.5.

A self adjoint operator on a Hubert space is exactly a normal operator with

real spectrum. On an arbitrary Banach space a normal operator with real spectrum

resembles a self adjoint operator in Hubert space much more closely than does a

merely self conjugate operator. The next two corollaries specialize the results of

Theorem 4.3 to this case. Theorem 5.1 and Lemmas 5.7 and 1.6 show that the

imaginary part of a normal operator with real spectrum is zero.

Corollary 4.4. Let R be a closed operator on 3c. Then the following are equiva-

lent:

(1) R is a normal operator with real spectrum.

(2) R is densely defined, has a real spectrum, and for all positive integers n, Rn is

symmetric.

(3) ±i—R has dense domain and range, and for all positive integers n,xe 1)(Rn)

and XeC

\\(X-R")x\\ Z |Im(A)| H*!.

(4) For all positive integers n, Rn is self conjugate.

Corollary 4.5. An operator R is a normal operator with real spectrum if and

only if iR generates a strongly continuous group {U(t)} and one (hence all) of the

following conditions is satisfied:

(1) For all teR, \\U(t)\\¿l and both U(t)+U(-t) and i[U(t)-U(-t)] are

symmetric.

(2) For all finite sets ofa¡ e C, and tf e R

Il    n

2 «*w ^ sup

(3) ForallfeL^R)

¡f(t)U(t)dt\\i ¡/I.

where the right side is the supremum norm of the Fourier transform off.

n

2 «, exp (itjs) seR
í=i
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5. Normal and scalar type operators. The main purpose of this section is to

define unbounded scalar operators of class Y in terms of integration of unbounded

functions with respect to a Y countably additive spectral measure in [3£] and to

prove the following theorem.

Theorem 5.1. Let Y be a total linear manifold in X*. Then a densely defined

scalar type operator on X of class Y with a self conjugate resolution of the identity

is normal. The converse is true if either X is weakly complete and Y = X*, or X=2J*

and r=2). Furthermore an operator S on an arbitrary Banach space X is normal if

and only if it is closed and densely defined and S* is a scalar type operator of class X

with a self conjugate resolution of the identity £(•) such that P'= f Re (A)£(</A) and

J'= f Im (A)£(¿A) are both closed in the X topology.

Before we can begin to prove Theorem 5.1 for unbounded operators, we need

to define both the integral of an unbounded function with respect to a Y countably

additive measure in [3£] and the concept of an unbounded scalar operator of class Y

on X. The original definition [1] of unbounded integrals and scalar operators deals

only with X* countably additive measures in [X] and, while [4, p. 521] deals with

an X countably additive measure £(■) in [3c*], it is assumed that £(•) arises as the

adjoint of an X* countably additive measure in [X]. The definition given here

generalizes these earlier concepts and was chosen to insure both that the integral

of an unbounded function is a closed operator and that if T e [X] commutes with

every £(a), then P f/(m)£(i/m)çf/(w)£(i/m)P.

The weak topology on X defined by Y, which we call the Y topology, is the

topology with a base consisting of the family of sets of the form

Nix; A) = {y | \x*ix-y)\ < 1, x* e A}

where x is an element of X and A is a finite subset of Y. The Y operator topology

on [3E] is defined in the obvious way.

The integral with respect to £(•) of any function/e £P(£) was defined following

Theorem 2.2 as a limit in the norm topology of integrals of simple functions. If/is

contained in £P(£), we will write P(/) for J/(m)£(i/m). We denote by M(£) the

set of all OS measurable complex functions on 9JI which are defined and finite

valued on a set a e á? for which £(a)=7.

Let/e M(£). We wish to define the integral (which we shall denote by S) of/

with respect to £( ■ ). We shall do this in terms of a sequence of bounded functions

/n which converge to/ It might seem natural to define ®(S) as the set of all x e 3£

for which Tifn)x converges in the Y topology. However Y convergence is too weak

for our purposes, for if it were employed, then the important relationship TS^ST

might be false when Pis an operator commuting with each £(a). Instead we will use

convergence in the following topology.

Definition 5.2. Let the terminology be as above. The set of all operators in [X]

which commute with each £(a), aeSS, will be denoted by [£]. The £*r topology
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on 3c is the weak topology defined on 3c by the set of all finite linear combinations

of functionals of the form T*y* where T is an element of [¿] and y* is contained

in r.
Notice that if g e EB(E), then T(g) is contained in [¿] and T(g)T=TT(g) for

any Te [E]. Also the ¿*r topology is not stronger than the 3c* topology on 3c but

not weaker than the T topology. The net {xa} converges to x in the ¿*T topology

iff y*Txtt -*y*Tx for every Te [E] and y* e V. Therefore if xa -» x in the ¿*T

topology and T'e[E], then y*T(T'xa)=y*(TT')xa^ y*TT'x and thus 7" is a

continuous operator in the ¿*T topology. We can define the ¿*T operator to-

pology on [3c] in the usual way, i.e., {Ta} converges to Jin the ¿*T operator topology

iff Tax -+■ Tx in the ¿*T topology for all x e '£. In this case T'TV is the limit of

{T'TaV} for any Ve [X] and 7" e [¿]. In particular E(-) is actually countably

additive in the ¿*T as well as in the V operator topology. We shall use all these

facts without further comment.

Now we can complete the definition of S, the integral off with respect to ¿().

For any positive integer n let an be the set of all m such that \f(m)\ Sn. Let xn be

the characteristic function of o-n.

Definition 5.3. Let the notation be as defined above. Then ®(S) is the set

of all x £ 3c for which T(fxn)x converges in the ¿*T topology. If x e %(S) then Sx

is the limit of this sequence.

Lemma 5.4. Let the notation remain unchanged. Then :

(1) The domain of S contains the E*T dense set

EX = {E(a)x | a e 38; (f\a) is bounded; x e 3c}.

(2) If Te [E], then TS^ST.

(3) S is closed in the E*F and hence in the strong topology.

(4) The operator S remains unchanged if the sequence xn in its definition is replaced

by any other increasing sequence x* of characteristic functions of sets a* e38 for

which (f\a*) is bounded and E({Jn=i <*%) = !■

(5) IffeEB(E),thenS=T(f).

Proof. (1) Suppose ae38 and (f\a) is bounded. Then for all «äsup{|/(w)|

\ mea}, T(fxn)F(a) has the same value. Thus E^Xz^S). For later use we note

that in particular T(fx„) = SE(an) and 7(/x*) = SE(cr*) where on, a*, Xn, x* are as

described in the definition and in (4) of this lemma. Since ¿() is E*T countably

additive, E(on)x-> x. Thus ¿3c is ¿*T dense.

(2) Let Te[E] and x e ®(S). Then T(fxn)Tx=TT(fxn)x-+TSx in the ¿*F

topology, so TS^ST.

(3) Now suppose xa e %(S), xa -> x, and Sxa -> z in the ¿*T topology. Then

taking limits in the ¿*T topology with respect to a, E(an)z — lim E(<rn)Sxa =

lim SE(an)xa = lim T(fxn)xa = T(fxn)x, since E(an) and T(fx„) are ¿*T continuous

operators. Thus if we take limits in the ¿*r topology again, this time with respect
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to n, then z=lim £(an)z=lim T(fxn)x and soxe D(5) and Sx=z. Thus (the graph

of) 5 is closed in the £*r topology and certainly in the stronger norm topology.

(4) Let S' be the operator which is defined in the same way as S except that x*

is used in the place of Xn. We choose x e ■£>(£) and note that Tifx*)x = SEi<j*)x

= Eia*)Sx by what we have already proved. Thus taking limits in the E*Y topology

with respect to n, we have lim P(/X*)*=lini E{o%)Sx—Sx, so S' is an extension

of S. Therefore ®(S')2£(an)3£ and P(/x„) = S'£(an). If x e S>(S'), then 5"£(am)x

=limP(/Xn*)£(am)x=lim£(am)P(/x*)x = £(am)S'x. Thus, as before, lim TifXn)x

=lim Eion)S'x=S'x, so S'çS and S=S'.

(5) If/e £P(£), then P(/Xn) is eventually equal to T(J). Hence 2>(S) = 3E and

S=Tif).
Because of this last result, we will now use T(J) to represent the integral with

respect to £(•) of any function/in M(£), rather than just in £P(£).

Many of the properties of unbounded scalar type operators in the sense of [1]

can be shown to hold for unbounded scalar type operators of class Y by use of the

above results and the methods used previously for unbounded operators of class

3£* and bounded operators of class Y. Thus we will list the next results and merely

give references to the proofs which must be generalized.

The subscript c in the statement of the next lemma signifies closure in the

£*r topology.

Lemma 5.5. Let £(•) be as above and letf, g e M(£). Then:

(1) [T{f)+Tig)]c = Tif+g),

(2) [Tif)Tig)]c = T{fg).
If in addition g e ££(£), then :

(3) T(f)T(g) = T(fg).
Finally if |/(m)| ^ K\gim)\ for some K and all mea where £(a) = /, then:

(4) ®(P(g))ç®(P(/)).

Proof. The proofs of Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 of [1] can be modified to give these

results with (1) replaced by P(/") + P(g)sP(/+g) and a similar change in the

statement of (2). To obtain the results given here, let en be as defined in [1, p. 380].

Then for any xeX, Eien)x -> x in the £*r topology and £(en)x e ®(P(/) + Tig)).

Thus if xe%iTif+g)), then [Tif) + Tig)]Eien)x = Eien)Tif+g)x^Tif+g)x

and x e ©([PCO + Píg)],,). A similar argument is used for (2).

Definition 5.6. An operator S is said to be a scalar operator of class r on X

iff there exists a Y countably additive spectral measure £( • ) defined on the Borel

field J1 in Cand such that S=§ A£(í/A). Any Y countably additive spectral measure

satisfying this equation is called a resolution of the identity for S. If S is a scalar

operator of some class Y, with Y total, then S is said to be of scalar type.

It is clear from Lemmas 5.4, (5) and 5.7, (2) that this definition agrees with the

definition quoted previously for a bounded scalar type operator of class Y. Further-

more if T = X*, it agrees with the definition given in [1]. For if S satisfies Definition
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5.6 with ¿() as a resolution of the identity, then S is spectral with resolution of the

identity ¿() in the sense of [1]. If 5" is formed as an integral j XE(dX) in the sense

of [1], where strong convergence is used, then S is clearly an extension of S', and

hence equal to S' by [1, p. 378].

Lemma 5.7. Let S be a scalar type operator of class F on X with resolution of the

identity E(). Then:

(1) a(S\E(a)X)^5,    Voe38.

(2) ¿(a(S)) = /Wo-(S) = ((Jnœ=i a(S\E(an)X))c where <rn = {A | \X\Zn}.

(3) There is at most one self conjugate resolution of the identity for S.

Proof. See [1, Lemma 3.1]. For part (3) see [10, Lemma 1 and Theorems 2 and

4]. Finally the argument of Theorem 2.3 above should be used.

Lemma 5.8. Let E() be a T countably additive spectral measure with domain

(Tt,38) and range in [3c]. IffeM(E) then T(f)=¡f(m)E(dm) is a scalar type

operator of class Y with a resolution of the identity E, defined by

Ef(a) = ¿(/-Her))       (o is a Borel set in C)

and spectrum defined by

°(T(f)) = fl {f(°)c I E(a) = /}.

Furthermore if XeP(T(f)), then (X-T(f))-1 = T((X-f(m))-1) is of scalar type

and class T.

Proof. See [1, Theorem 3.3].

Lemma 5.9. A closed operator R on X with nonempty resolvent set is a scalar

operator of class T if and only if for one (hence all) X e p(R), (X-R)'1 is a scalar

operator of class T.

Proof. See [1, p. 390, Corollary].

Theorem 5.10. Let R and J be two scalar type operators of class [(1) 3c* on a

weakly complete Banach space X (2) 2) on X =2)*]. Let R and J have real spectrum,

and resolutions of the identity F() and G(), respectively, which together generate a

Boolean algebra of self conjugate projection operators. Then S=R + U is scalar of

the same class with a self conjugate resolution of the identity E(-) which satisfies

R=j Re (X)E(dX) andJ=j Im (X)E(dX).

Proof. By Theorem 2.8 the weakly closed algebra generated by ¿() and G()

is a V* algebra. In case (1) let 933 represent this algebra, and in case (2) let 953

represent the algebra 953* formed from it as described in Theorem 2.11. Then 953

contains the self conjugate resolution of the identity for any operator which it

contains.

Define R'=J arc tan (Re (X))F(dX), J'=$ arc tan (Re (X))G(dX).
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Then R' + U' e 233 and thus has a self conjugate resolution of the identity £'(•) of

class [(1) 3c*, (2) 2J]. Furthermore

P' = fRe (A)£'(c?A),       /' = flm (A)£'(<A),

by Lemmas 1.6 and 2.4. Thus for each Borel set a

£'({A | Re (A) e a}) = £({A | arc tan (Re (A)) e <r}),

£'({A | Im (A) e a}) = G({A | arc tan (Re (A)) 6 a»,

by Lemmas 5.8 and 5.7, (5). Therefore Lemmas 5.7 and 5.8 show

P = ÍXFidX) = ¡Re (A)£(í/A) = ftan (Re (A))£'(íA),

J = fXGidX) = f Re ß)GidX) = ftan (Im (A))£'(<ft).

By Lemma 5.5, (1), Ssjgß)E'idX) where g(A)=tan (Re (A))+i tan (Im (A)).

However by Lemma 5.5, (4), the domain of the integral of g is contained in both

"£>(P) and ®(/) thus proving equality. Therefore finally, S is of scalar type and

class [(1) 3c*, (2) 2J] with a self conjugate resolution of the identity £(•) = ££(•) as

defined in Lemma 5.8 and

R = f Re ß)EidX),       J = flm ß)E{dX).

Proof of Theorem 5.1. Suppose S=j XE{dX) for some Y countably additive

self conjugate spectral measure £( • ). We will use Theorem 4.3, (6) to show that S

is normal. Let P=J Re (A)£(<A) and /=/ Im (A)£(</A). Then S=R + U by Lemma

5.5, (1) and (4). Also 1)(P) and î)(y) are both dense since they contain î)(5). If

Im(A)^0, then (A-P)_1={(A-Re(jLi))-1£(4') is everywhere defined and

bounded by |Im(A)|_1. The same is true for (/x—J)~l which commutes with

(A—P)"1. Finally Aß, p.) and Aß, p) can be written as integrals of complex

conjugate bounded functions and are thus conjugate by Lemma 2.4.

Now suppose 5 is normal, and let 2t be the weakly closed commutative V*

algebra generated by {Uit, R)} and {Uit, J)}. Then 21 contains

(i-P)-1 = -i Pexp(-r)£/(f, R)dt

since the integral converges in the strong operator topology. If 3c is weakly com-

plete then R, and similarly J, have 3c* countably additive resolutions of the identity

in 2Í by Theorem 2.10 and Lemma 5.8. Similarly if 3c is the adjoint of 2J, then the 2J

countably additive, self conjugate resolutions of the identity of R and J lie in the

algebra 2B* of Theorem 2.11. Finally if 3c is arbitrary, (i —P*)_1 and (/—/*)"*,

hence P* and J* have 3c countably additive resolutions of the identity in the
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algebra 933* of Theorem 2.12. Since every projection in a commutative V* algebra

is self conjugate, Theorem 5.10 shows that S in the first two cases or R* + iJ* in the

last case is a scalar type operator of the correct class with a self conjugate resolution

of the identity.

In the last case R* + iJ* is an ¿*3c closed restriction of S*. In order to show that

R* + iJ* = S* we introduce the operators

U, = 7T-1 f"   ¡"  exp (-s2-t2)U(Ss, R)U(Bt, J) ds dt
J —  00    J —  CO

(where the integrals are defined in the strong operator topology (cf. proof of

Lemma 3.6)). The operators U6 approach the identity as S ->- 0. Also for any

oVO they map 3c into ^(R) n ®(7) = Î>(S), and satisfy UàRçRU6e [3c] and

U6J^JUÓ £ [X]. Furthermore if ± />0, x* e 3c*, and x e X then

x*U(t, R)x = lim x* exp ( + /[s± is2( + is-R)~x])x
5-» QO

= lim ¡exp( + t[s±is2( + is-Re(X))-1])E(dX)x*x
8-*tO   J

= f exp (it Re (X))E(dX)x*x.

Thus £/,* = ( exp (-S21 A|2/4)¿(*/A) commutes with any operator in [¿]. Therefore

if x*e3c* then Ufx* e%(R* + U*) and U?x*-+x* in the ¿*3c topology. If

**e£)(S*) then also (R* + iJ*)U?x* = S*U?x* = UfS*x* -* S*x* in the £*3c

topology so S*=R* + U*. Note that the R' and J' in the statement of the theorem

are just R* and /* and hence are closed in the 3c topology.

In order to prove the sufficiency of the last condition let S be a closed densely

defined operator with S* = j XE(dX) where £(•) is a self conjugate 3c countably

additive spectral measure. Since R' and /' are closed and densely defined in the 3c

topology by hypothesis and by Lemma 5.4, (1), there are strongly closed and densely

defined operators R and J such that R* = R' and J*=J'.

Theorem 4.3, (6) will be used again to prove that R + U is normal. Since

[(X-R)-1]*=S(X-Re(p.))-1E(dp.) for Im(A)^0, and a similar equation holds

for J, the first sentence of (6) is verified. Furthermore A(X, p,)* and A(X, p.)* are

seen to be conjugate when written as integrals with respect to ¿(). Thus A(X, p.)

and A(X, ß) are conjugate by Lemma 1.5, (7).

Corollary 5.11. The real and imaginary parts of a normal operator are uniquely

determined.

Proof. If S=R + U is normal, then Theorem 5.1 shows the existence of a

necessarily unique self conjugate resolution of the identity £(■) for S*. However

R*=j Re (X)E(dX) and J*=j Im (X)E(dX). Since these operators have domains

dense in the 3c topology, R and J are uniquely determined.
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A number of necessary and sufficient conditions for an operator to be scalar can

be obtained by combining Theorems 4.3 and 5.1 and a method due to Berkson

[5, p. 367] for making a spectral measure self conjugate. Let £(■) be a spectral

measure defined on (SDÏ, £%) which is not necessarily countably additive in any

topology. Let xeX and define

J   b*£(°r,)*|jsup

where the supremum is over all v* e <S* and all finite families {au a2,..., an} of

disjoint sets in 3S. Then || • ||B is a norm on 3c equivalent to || • || and each £(a), aeSS

is self conjugate relative to || • \\B.

Theorem 5.12. An operator S on a weakly complete Banach space X is a scalar

type operator of class X* iff there exist operators R and J which satisfy S=R + U

and one ifience all) of the following conditions:

(1) There is an equivalent norm on X relative to which S is normal with real and

imaginary parts R and J.

(2) For each pair n, m of nonnegative integers iRnJm, generates a strongly con-

tinuous group {C/nm(f)}- All these groups commute, and there is a common bound M

for the norm of any finite product of operators from these groups.

(3) iR and U generate commuting strongly continuous groups {Uit, R)} and

{U{t,J)} and there is a common bound M for the norm of any finite product of

operators of the form

t a.Uiat^RMbt^J)
i = i

where a¡ e C and a, b, t¡e R satisfy

sup
n

2 «y exp (ity)
y=i

seRVg 1

(4) iR and U generate commuting strongly continuous groups {Uit, R)} and

{UQ,J)} and there is a common bound M for the norm of any finite product of

operators of the form f/(r)t/(ar, R)Uibt,J) dt where feL^R) has Fourier trans-

form bounded by 1 and a, b e R are arbitrary.

Proof. If S is scalar of class 3c* then it is densely defined by Lemma 5.4. Let £(•)

be a resolution of the identity for 5. Then S becomes normal when 3c is renormed

with the equivalent norm || • ||E. On the other hand if (1) is satisfied, S=R + iJ is

scalar of class 3c* by Theorem 5.1, since this property is unaffected by an equivalent

renorming. Thus condition (1) is necessary and sufficient.

If S=R + iJ is normal, then (2), (3), and (4) hold with M= 1 by Theorem 4.3

(3), (7), and (2), respectively. Thus they hold for some M when (1) is satisfied.

If (2), (3), or (4) hold, let |||x||| = sup {||P*||} where T ranges over the bounded set
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of products indicated. It is easy to check that ||| • ||| is an equivalent norm satisfying

||jc|| è INI èM\\x\\ and that |||7J ^ 1 for each T. Theorem 4.3 implies (1).

Notice that (1),..., (4) are necessary conditions for any densely defined scalar

type operator on any Banach space.
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